ABSTRACT: Based on the background of extensive use of the video retrieval technique in substation monitoring, this paper focuses on the research of the shot boundary detection methods in the video retrieval technique. The research content is mainly involved in the following four kinds of shot boundary detection methods: the shot boundary detection method based on the base tone, the shot boundary detection method based on the macro-block motion information, the shot boundary detection method based on the motion vector and the video shot segmentation method based on clustering. Through the in-depth explanation and comparison of four kinds of shot boundary detection methods, this paper systematically summarizes the characteristics of four kinds of shot boundary detection methods, and also vividly points out the problems of four kinds of shot boundary detection methods, thus pointing out the direction for the future development of video retrieval technique.
INTRODUCTION
In the 21 st century, for the field of monitoring, the hot spot of the domestic and foreign research is the content-based video analysis and retrieval. With the expansion of substation monitoring range and the explosive growth of digital media, people need to have a more effective management mode for these videos. The traditional text-based video retrieval comments the video by artificial means. Therefore, for a large database, such a method will lead to a high cost, a long cycle and low efficiency; due to subjective initiative of human beings, the text comments will be different, thus affecting the retrieval effect; meanwhile, the artificial comments are lack of timeliness. In order to solve these problems, the video retrieval system is required to automatically analyzing the video content. The content-based video retrieval system can automatically analyze the video data, and extract the video features, such as color features, texture features, image features, motion features and so on. These features can preferably describe the video, and then establish indexes after being automatically added to the database. Nowadays, the shot boundary detection technology in the compressed video domain is widely used in various fields. The video retrieval based on the compressed domain can omit or partially omit the decompressed portion, thus reducing pretreatment time and reduce occupation of the memory of the equipment. The shot boundary detection is the most important step, and also the first step in the video retrieval. Currently, the shot boundary detection technology mostly uses some features of the compressed video data based on the half decoding, which provides a new idea for the content-based video retrieval.
There are four kinds of shot boundary detection methods in the compressed domain: the shot boundary detection method based on the base tone, the shot boundary detection method based on the macro-block motion information, the shot boundary detection method based on the motion vector and the video shot segmentation based on clustering. The first three methods are rough segmentation of shot based on the DC digraph of I frame, and then the accurate segmentation by the use of the base tone, macro-block information and motion vector, while the fourth detection method is the video segmentation without need of setting up the threshold value.
COMPRESSED DOMAIN VIDEO
In the video compressed encoding, the encoding unit is GOP in MPEG standard. GOP is comprised by I frame, P frame and B frame. These frames are repeated and regularly arranged to form GOP. In Figure 1 , I frame is the intra-frame coding diagram, which can be encoded alone. B frame and P frame adopt the inter-frame coding. The forward prediction encoding image of P frame obtains the field or frame through prediction of the nearest preceding I frame or P frame. Each micro-block with 16*16 pixels in P frame or B frame looks for the optimum matching micro-block in the corresponding reference frame, and then uses DCT encoding for compression motion to compensate for the error in judgment, and transmit one or two motion vectors. If the macro-block of P frame is not similar to the previous reference frame, it could not be obtained by motion compensation, but there is a need of intra-frame coding. Thus, P frame contains intra-frame coding macro-block and forward prediction macro-block, as well as SKIP macro-block. B frame contains forward prediction, backward prediction, bidirectional prediction, intra-frame coding and SKIP macro-blocks.
VIDEO SHOT DETECTION METHOD IN COMPRESSED DOMAIN
The shot is the basic component unit of the video data structure. The shot conversion is a process converted from a section of consecutive video frames to another section of consecutive video frames. There are two ways of shot conversion: the one is the shot mutation, that is, the ending of shot is directly connected to the beginning of another shot, without any transition content between them; the other is gradient, that is, the process converted from the previous shot to the latter shot is gradually beginning, which is relatively smooth. The frame-based and clustering-based DCT systems are two kinds of shot detection methods. DCT system method is simple to operate and easy to realize. The clustering method does not require human intervention, which can realize the video mutation and gradient detection by obtaining the unique statistical model of video conversion through training. The main purpose of shot boundary detection is to distinguish whether the shot goes through mutation or gradient, and determine the position of the mutation and gradient. A good shot boundary detection algorithm can quickly and accurately retrieve the incoherence of video information content, and the effect of shot segmentation will directly affect the extraction results of key frames, thus leading to misjudgment of some information in the substation.
Shot boundary detection based on base tone
In the video stream, I frame coding does not require to taking any frame as reference, so the number of bits of I frame coding can reflect the complexity of the frame content. The shot boundary detection based on the base tone adopts the number of bits of I frame to reduce I frame involved in detection, and obtains the self-adaptive threshold value based on the base tone and then carries out the shot boundary detection by the use of double threshold. Even if the number of bits required by two consecutive I frame coding is free of any significant changes, the content is also transformed. If two I frames with different content have the same global features and different local features, the local features can also reflect the conversion of shot content. Therefore, whether the adjacent I frame can be conversed can be determined by the following two formulas:
Where: R i, j represents the number of bits of macro-block (I, j) of frame R ; d R , R represents the difference of the number of bits between the frame R and R ; T is the number of bits required by R when coding. The size of RI represents the change of content of adjacent I frame. If the RI range is selected appropriately, the number of I frames involved in shot boundary detection can be reduced, thus reducing the computing time of DC diagram.
The self-adaptive threshold values selected in the shot boundary detection are different due to different styles of video sequences, so the difference values of the color histogram of adjacent two frames is compared to define the base tone for obtaining the appropriate threshold value. First, a sliding window is set up. W represents the size which determines the change of the base tone, W is fixed and W is 1. If the current based tone of the video does not change, the size of window is W ; if the base tone of two consecutive frames n and n + 1 (n < W ) changes, the size of window is n. The formula of the sum of threshold values is as follows:
σ ∑ ,
Where:
, represents the difference value of the color histogram of two frames; the value of λ , λ is generally in the range of [1.5, 2] .
This algorithm only considers I frame. In the experiment, if the difference between the actual frame and the previous frame after gradient is greater than T , and when the object is in a motion state in the shot, the difference between frames in this section of video will continue to be greater than T or T , or not monotonous. Therefore, the appropriate improvement is made on this basis:
(1) First, to determine the difference between adjacent frames. If the value is greater than T and less than T , it indicates that the shot goes through the mutation; if the value is greater than T or T , the start frame of the current shot can be as the potential start frame.
(2) To calculate the difference between adjacent frames and the difference between separated frames. When the difference between separated frames is greater than T and less than T , it is the termination frame of shot gradient. To calculate the difference between separated frames fd , and observe the relationship between the frame difference of two adjacent frames and fd . If fd is not monotonically increasing, there is no gradient in this location. Then, there is a need to look for the start frame.
Shot boundary detection based on macro-block motion information
The shot boundary detection based on the macro-block motion information first extracts the characteristics of DC diagram after a portion of decompression of I frame, and then detects the shot mutation through the difference between I frame and DC diagram, and then locates the accurate position of shot edge by the use of macro-block information of B frame contained in GOP compressed stream; the characteristic differences of DC diagram of the consecutive I frames can roughly locate the range of gradient, and then accurately locate the start frame and termination frame of gradient according to the change of intra-frame coding macro-block within P frame to determine the detection of shot gradient. The shot mutation and gradient can be determined by the above formula (1) and (2) . After locating the range, the calculation formulas of the forward and backward motion tendency of B frame, fw and bw can be used for accurate positioning of the mutation:
Accurate positioning steps of mutation shot boundary are as follows:
(1) When fw(m) <bw(m), and fw(m+1) <bw(m+1), it indicates that Bm and Bm+1 are the backward motion macro-blocks, I frame before Bm is the last frame of the previous shot, while Bm is the first frame of the next shot.
(2) When fw(m)> bw(m), and fw(m+1)> bw(m+1), it indicates that Bm is the forward motion macro-block, Bm+1 is the backward motion macro-block, then e Bm is the last frame of the previous shot, while Bm+1 is the first frame of the next shot.
The shot boundary detection based on the macro-block motion information is to assess the detection effect by the use of the recall ratio and precision rate. The conclusion proves that this method can accurately locate the shot mutation and gradient.
Shot boundary detection based on motion vector
The algorithm first needs to extract the DC diagram of I frame, and roughly segments according to the features of DC diagram, and then extracts features through the motion vector information of P frame. The algorithm uses a new motion analysis method of the compressed video, which should focus on considering the relative motion occupying the main component in the video, rather than the definite analysis of the reasons of object motion in the video, thus further extracting the features of motion vector to compare with the similarity and achieving the shot boundary detection. The specific algorithm is shown in the following diagram: The pretreatment of the motion vector uses the median of the extended vector for filtering, and the purpose is to correct the original motion vectors with obvious errors. After pretreatment, the motion intensity is calculated by the formula (9) , and then the difference of motion intensity between two frames, E is calculated by the formula (10) . If E value is great, it indicates that the current shot is going through mutation; if E value is small, it indicates that the shot does not change; if E value is a median, it indicates that the shot is gradient.
The change of absolute differences between the directional histograms of the motion vectors can be calculated by the formula (11), so as to measure the inter-frame similarity.
If the shot is going through mutation, the value is greater; if the shot is going through gradient, the value is a median; if the shot does not change, the value is smaller.
Video shot segmentation based on clustering
The method based on clustering is to classify the similar frames in the shot as a same category, and then extract the frame in different categories that is the nearest to the clustering center as a key frame. This method can preferably express the change of video content. If the general clustering algorithm is used for the shot boundary detection, there are problems of discontinuous frame number and shot segmentation errors. Therefore, we make improvement of the clustering algorithm, without the need of after-treatment. In case of the emergence of a new shot, the previous shot that has finished segmentation will no longer participate in clustering, and the improved clustering algorithm segments the shot into the category C, then the segmented shot set is expressed by S=(S1,S2,…,SC). The specific algorithm steps are as follows:
(1) To assume that the first shot, f1 is the class center. Shot.V = 1;
(2) To extract the next frame fn, and obtain the similarity between fn and shot:
Where, α, β , γ respectively represent the weighting coefficients of three components -H, S and V.
(3) When S f , Shot is greater than the threshold value of shot segmentation, T, it indicates that f belongs to Shot. f will be placed in the shot, and then recalculate the class center of the shot. The specific calculation formula is:
; Shot. lengt shot. lengt 1 (13) Where, f is the frame in the shot.
When S f , Shot is less than the threshold value of shot segmentation, T, it indicates that f does not belong to Shot, which requires to re-establishing a new shot. The shot only contains f , then the class center is f , Sot.v = 1. For the previous shot, Shot.vt = 0. (4) If the video fails to finish treatment, turn to the step (2), otherwise ends.
After improvement of the clustering algorithm, the discontinuous frames in the shot and shot segmentation errors are avoided. The biggest advantage of the algorithm is that it does not need to set up the threshold value, and improves the accuracy of detection by the use of a plurality of features, and also possesses the self-adaptive ability for each section of video sequence, but it is susceptible to noise interference.
METHOD COMPARISON
The shot boundary detection algorithm based on the base tone is to reduce the frames involved in detection by the use of the number of bits of frame. The biggest advantage of this method is that it can reduce the amount of calculation, which has a good effect of long video detection, significant effect of shot mutation detection, but the effect of gradient detection is not very good, so this method is not applicable for the video with more shot shear.
The advantage of the shot boundary detection method based on the macro-block information is that it can accurately locate the position of the shot mutation and gradient, but the amount of calculation is great. The algorithm has some limitations, so only simple mutation and gradient are detected, and some special types of gradient detection also need to be further researched.
The advantage of the shot boundary detection based on the motion vector is that it could not only detect the shot conversion under translational motion, but also detect non-translational motion, such as scaling, rotation and other motion, and the amount of calculation is small. However, there is a need to further research the relatively complex motion trail.
The shot boundary detection based on clustering solves the problems of discontinuous frame number or segmentation errors by the use of unsupervised clustering. The advantage is that it can make a reasonable segmentation judgment of some edge shots without need of setting up the threshold value.
PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED
Through comparison with four kinds of shot boundary detection algorithms in the compressed domain, it is easy to find that four kinds of algorithm still have many problems to be solved. 1) Algorithm accuracy. Four kinds of algorithm have a relatively low accuracy in gradient shot detection; 2) Algorithm optimization. For the compressed video, the amount of video data is very large, and the treatment is time-consuming. In order to meet the timeliness of detection, there is a need to optimize the algorithm and improve the speed of the algorithm; 3) Selection of feature vector. In addition to the algorithm based on the motion vector, other algorithms have a relatively simple selection of the feature vector, but the features of video image are more diverse, so the correct feature selection of the video data is very important.
CONCLUSION
This paper mainly discusses four kinds of shot boundary detection methods in the compressed domain, which are mainly based on DC diagram of I frame, motion vector of P frame, macro-block information and clustering of B and P frame. With the continuous development of the compression technology, the technology has been widely used in various industries, such as the banking system, transportation system, substation monitoring system and so on. After application for the technology in the substation monitoring, it reduces the difficulty of manual operation, reduces errors caused by manual judgment, and greatly improves the reliability of the safe operation of the electric power system.
